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A comprehensive menu of Bun Mang Vit Thanh Da The Duck House from Houston covering all 16 dishes
and drinks can be found here on the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use

the contact details provided on the website. What Jay Francis likes about Bun Mang Vit Thanh Da The Duck
House:

Darn, this was fun! Way outside of my comfort zone but I’m an adventurous eater. Duck themed. What arrives is
one bowl of duck, chilled, bone in, on a bed of shredded cabbage. On the side, a large bowl of rice vermicelli

soup. Mix and match. Totally enjoyed the first time and will return. Note. Periwinkle style snails are also a
specialty. I’m not a fan of them, based on a few tries at places around town. For me ther... read more. The

restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities. What xuan
P doesn't like about Bun Mang Vit Thanh Da The Duck House:

We, my sisters and my family, ate in the restaurant few times. Food was good at those times.Yesterday Oct
21/23 we ordered bún măng vịt to go. It seems the restaurant had a new manager. The air freshener was used

inside the restaurant made me feel like I was in a restroom. This time, the food was not good; the cabbage in the
salad was sliced too thick.The bamboo shoot pieces were put on top of the rice. They we're bo... read more. The
succulent and fresh juices on the drinks menu supremely enhance the menus in the local, In addition, numerous
customers look forward to enjoying traditional Vietnamese meals with the perfect hint of Southeast Asian flavor

during a visit at the Bun Mang Vit Thanh Da The Duck House.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

�tra�
GINGER

So� drink�
JUICE

Ric� Dishe�
EGG FRIED RICE

Vegetable�
EGG ROLLS

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

FISH

SALAD

NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
DUCK

RICE

CHICKEN

EGG

BEEF

MEAT
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